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Lockpicking guide uo forever

If you get digging for buried treasure, it is semi rare and you need to find your chest, open the chest or box, detect hidden boxes in the dungeon of Exodus or are looking for treatments in city chests. For this you will need the ability to collect locks – but magic with low levels of 'magic lock' can replace fractures other than Siege and Mugen. There are several ways to train, the most convenient way is to create a mechanic/carpenter so
you can make your own lockboxes. Some fractures also have lock collection houses set up by players, using the game chat system to ask if a track is known, or asking on message boards. Most lockpick box sets consist of 10 boxes made with 30 repair skills, 10 boxes made with 50 repair skills, 10 boxes made with 75 repair skills and 10 boxes made with GM repair skill. 30 skill set can be jumped if you pay an npc thief or mechanic to
train you. You can also study crates, crates and barrels in various locations in towns and dungeons. If you choose this method, it is recommended to obtain a crystal ball of information, a mission reward from Mystic Ortlem, which allows you to see which containers are the right level for your ability and which are very difficult or very easy. In towns containers spawn in groups of mixed skill levels, usually not just large, square, crates
locked, small rectangular ones. They usually re-lock or re-lay eggs in the case of Vesper Bank within about 20 -30 minutes. Caution is a word: do not open them to look inside unless you are able to deal with these traps, up to 3 traps per container, trapped in town and dungeon containers. Dungeons include static crates that only re-lock on the server, and spawning crates that re-spawn at intervals of 20 - 30 minutes. Also worth a visit
yew prison, prison cells' locked doors 75-85 skill Training 0-30 Unlock collection give 'optimal' gains - Buy an NPC skill (excluding Siege &amp; Mugen) use boxes made with 30 repair collection crates or 30-50 Lock collection in the town of safes - Use boxes NPC shops50-70 Lock collection - using repairs made with 70 boxes. Town chests and barrels - while this will be very easy now, there are still others who will show a 'very
challenging' message of crystal ball. 56 lock collections, see the 'intermediate' list under level 1 treasure chests if cartography skill 70-95 Unlock collection - use boxes made with GM tinkering Town crates and barrels - 72 lock collections, or look at the 'high level' list under level 2 dungeon chests of level 2 treasure chests. If you have cartography 75 lock collection level 3 dungeon crates 84 lock collection or level 3 treasure chests yew
prison cell doors. 95-GM level 4 dungeon crates Level 4 treasure chests Town chests and barrels - incredible? Warrior crates can help you even at this level. Yew Prison cell cell Favorite Collection Places Basic level (up to 50) Inns - Jhelom and Skara Brae (not all inn crates locked) Provizyoners - most townJhelom Pits and Docks barrels. While the inns will only give gains for a very short period of time, it will be possible to provise
and return Jhelom for a while until the barrel that shows it as 'very difficult' becomes 'very easy'. Mid-level (50-70) Provision Jhelom Pits and Docks barrel Vesper Bank Warrior's Guild, england secret room, see image. Condescension Dungeon, Trammel level 1 - negative karma few people have read about the warrior's guild room, it is not visible until you enter the gate next to the staircase. The varying levels of crates in this room are
GM. The whole way to Allow Level 1 is ideal for characters who have positive karma enough to give you earnings, none of the inhabitants at this level will attack. All square crates are locked, even if they're not barrels. High level (70 GM) Vesper Bank Warrior's Guild, Britain's Like Dungeon Trammel Destard Dungeon Level 1 Yew Crypt Yew cell doors Shame Level 5 Islands Mark magic Yew Crypt works only in very few places, the
spell seems to work, but it gives a 'place blocked' message by reminding on the runse. You have to be ready to walk to the crates. Crypt entry is located at 75.24N x 24.57W Shame has the lowest level of four multiple crates of islands. It is possible to teleport from the coast to the first island, but in this position there is a significant hostile spawning. Since these islands themselves are almost risk-free, it is recommended to have a rün
marked on the first island. The Destard location shown below is a roust marked on the away side also provides relatively risk-free access to crates in the area where most of the dungeons have lockable containers, consider those listed here the least dangerous only for a hidden character - once the recommended rouses are obtained. There are player-made rune libraries with many pieces of books marked to help lockpick training.
Defining Ultima Online Forever Wiki Dungeon Chest's Level First of all, how to determine the level of dungeon chests you find crawling through dungeons. The chart below just helps you do it. There are three most important things: what kind of crates, the amount of gold, and chest arrows or not? If the chest has about 200 gold and no arrows then it is a level four breast. If there are about 200 gold and it contains arrows, one level is
three breasts. Arrows are the number one identifier between level threes and quadruples, so call them! Dungeon Chest Places List I understand there are 28 level four crates throughout the entire piece. Below is a list of 4 crates of detection and some information level 4. The danger level column is entirely my opinion. Static crates are crates that lay eggs in the same frame each time. The crates spawn in the same general area but
necessarily the same square. I think the last crate is in the Wind, where dragons lay eggs. I'm not checking it out yet. Other possible areas are Ice Dungeon ratman fort and Ophidian t2a hold. Covetous Crates 1. Storage Room 2.Covetous Dragons 3. Torture Chamber Deception Chests 4. Bone Yard -- #1 5. Mushroom Room -- #2 6. Lich Lords -- #2 Hate Chests 7. Acid Elementals -- 8 #4. Ogre Lords -- destard crates #3 9. Destard
Steps 10. Shadow Wyrms 11. Ancient Wyrm Fire Dungeon T2a Crates 12. Fire Lich Lord 13. Wizzard Castle Fire Temple 14. Temple of Fire Hythloth Crates 15. Hellhounds 16. Hythloth Gazers 17. Balaron is 18 years old. Hythloth Imp Room Ice Dungeon Crates 19. White Wyrm 20. Ice Fiends Shame Chests 21. Toxic Beach 22. Eldger Gazer Bridge 23. Keep Water Elemental Island Terrathan T2a 24. Balaron Terrathan is 25 years
old. Terrathan Web 26. Terrathan Orphidian Trench Wrong Chest 27. Executioners' Original Guide Topic: Content is sometimes a simple lock on the only thing standing between an adventurer and spectacular wealth. Faced with a locked chest, Lockpicking is one that you can be sure you need skill. Although you can open some locked crates through a Mage Unlock spell path, only a well-trained gatherer can hope to open more
valuable crates left by Paragon creatures and found during Treasure Hunts. On the other hand, it can unlock a barred chest with just one Mage Magic Lock spell. To try to open a target crate, you must first obtain some Lockpicks. Use this target lock and you will try to break it. Depending on the complexity of your current skill, the possibility of failure is completely broken, a well-crafted bandit brings plenty of extra. Keep in mind that by
disabling a lock often, you can still have to deal with several Chest Traps. The Lifting Trap skill can be used to neutralize them; But it's a risky business. Usually it is easier (and much less dangerous) to cast telekinesis on the target at a low level before opening it with your hands (from a safe distance, of course!). Training 0 - 30: Train at NPC Thief or Tinker. After 30 skills, you must either create your own boxes, or use a lock collection
house. You need a box of all types, which you collect and lock over and over again. If you stop winning, you have to move on to the next box. Select locked boxes made by 30 - 50: 50 skill Tinkerer. Choose locked boxes made by 50 - 70: 70 skill Tinkerer. Select locked boxes made by 70 - 95: 100 skill Tinkerer. After 95 skills there are 2 different routes to reach grandmaster. Method 1: Choose level 4 treasure chests in dungeons or
make treasure Maps at level 4. Method 2: Go to Twisted Weald, attack a Satyr and pull it near the gleaming in/out transporter. This Leave, re-enter and then attack Satyr. These three steps, my name, his Discordance. Stop jumping into your skills sparkle beamer and start collecting boxes. Repeat the process when your skills return to normal. You have to reach the Grandmaster in a few hours. Addendum: After the disagreement,
leave it with sparkle and come right back. Satyr won't target you anymore, but as long as you're close to him, you'll be at odds forever. Be careful, as sometimes fairies will remain aggressive towards you. Just keep going with the sparkle until both are at odds and nothing is aggressive towards you. For more explanations, see Satyr Trick. This trick can also be used to create 70 skill boxes with a Grandmaster Tinker. See also
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